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Abstract. In recent years, the world agriculture business has developed the technology of growing fast-

growing willow - salix. Salix is a renewable energy resource that is profitable to grow by farmers for their 

own needs. The economic feasibility of growing salix as a biofuel largely depends on the technology of its 

harvesting and processing. This article proposes a technological scheme for harvesting and processing salix 

into fuel wood chips using a tractor-mounted mower-chipper and soft containers (CT), which allows 

reducing the downtime of the mower-chipper compared to traditional technology using hopper trailer for 

transporting wood chips (TT). The effectiveness of the CT was evaluated by comparison with the TT. The 

analysis of efficiency was carried out by results of simulation experiments on mathematical models. As a 

result of the experiments, it was found that the total time for harvesting and processing salix into chips, 

including the transportation of chips to the storage site, the CT has no advantages over the TT. The 

advantages of CT are in reducing investment costs and minimizing downtime of the mower-chipper. 

1 Introduction  

In the structure of the cost of agricultural products, 

energy costs are up to 30 % [1, 2]. With rising energy 

prices, shortage is inevitable. 

Renewable energy sources can be an alternative to 

traditional fuel and energy resources (gasoline, diesel 

fuel, natural gas, etc.). In recent years, the world 

agriculture business has developed the technology of 

growing fast-growing willow - salix, as an energy 

culture. Salix is grown in Sweden, Denmark, Poland, 

Hungary, and Czech Republic (fig. 1). 

 

Fig. 1. Salix plantation in Sweden (Source: Author). 

Low-productive and unproductive land is suitable for 

the cultivation of salix. The rapid growth of willows 

allows to harvest from 9 000 to 12 000 kg of dry matter 

per hectare per year [3]. 

Despite the obvious advantages of salix as an energy 

crop, even in Sweden, where the plantations of this crop 

are the largest and consist of approximately 20 000 

hectares, the share of fuel chips from salix is less a 

percent in the total energy balance of the country. The 

widespread use of sales is hampered by the lack of 

effective technologies and techniques, especially for its 

harvesting and processing. Existing technologies are 

designed for large salix plantations, and equipment for 

their harvesting and processing costs hundreds of 

thousands of euro [4]. Such prices can be paid only by 

large agricultural enterprises that are not always 

interested in developing their own "green" energy. 

The experience of many countries shows that it is 

profitable to grow energy willow near the processing site 

and use it for the own needs of the peasant economy: for 

heating production facilities, greenhouses, drying 

products, etc. [5, 6, 7]. 

2 Methods 

In this article the technological scheme of harvesting of 

salix which includes operations of harvesting, processing 

of salix on fuel chips and its transportation to a storage 

site is considered. These operations can be performed 

using a special harvester - a mobile chipper, which 

works in connection with a transport machine, which has 

a trailer-hopper for fuel chips. This technology is used in 

industrial cultivation of salix. 

Tractor-mounted mower-chipper can be used for 

small farms, for example, the equipment of the Danish 

company Ny Vraa Bioenergi-JF 192-292 [8] (Fig. 2). A 
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general purpose agricultural tractor can be used as an 

energy module. In this technology, the tractor must have 

its own trailer hopper for chips. 

It is assumed that after loading the hopper with fuel 

chips, the harvesting tractor itself transports the chips to 

a storage site. However, this will increase the overall 

weight of the machine system, which will inevitably 

require an increase in tractor engine power. In addition, 

the productivity of the mower-chipper equipment of the 

tractor will decrease due to its downtime during the 

chips transportation phase to the storage site.  

In order to reduce the total weight of the machine 

system, it is proposed to replace the hopper trailer with 

soft big-bag containers. The container capacity can be 5-

10 tons. The container is installed in place of the hopper 

and after loading chips dumped on the ground.  

Soft containers allow to improve logistics, mechanize 

loading and unloading operations, increase the efficiency 

of chips transportation by different modes of transport, 

etc. [9]. 

 

Fig. 2. Agricultural tractor with mower-chipper and hopper 

trailer for the production of chips from salix (Source: 

https://nyvraa.dk/energyharvester). 

To implement the idea of using soft containers 

instead of a hopper-trailer, we proposed to provide the 

tractor with special trailer equipment on which one or 

more containers are placed for loading [10]. Containers 

are placed on the platform of the trailer equipment with 

the ability to tilt them, which allows you to dump the 

packed containers on the ground by self-dumping. 

Container technology allows minimizing the number 

of specialized machines and equipment, which, hence, 

minimizes investment costs. The only specialized 

equipment in the system is a tractor-mounted mower-

chipper with a chip pneumatic pipeline. The other 

machines are general purpose equipment. 

On harvesting and processing of salix on fuel wood 

chips with use of soft containers several variants of 

technological schemes are possible [11].  

In this article the technological scheme with dump of 

containers on plantations is considered as the simplest 

(CT) (Fig. 3). The CT includes two phases: 

Phase I. Harvesting and processing salix with loading 

containers with chips and dumping them on the 

plantation. 

Phase II. Collecting containers with chips in the 

plantation and transporting them to the storage site. 

In the first phase, a general-purpose tractor with the 

mower-chipper (TMC) moves along the technological 

corridor of the plantation, harvesting salix and 

processing it into chips. Chips are loaded into a soft 

container, which is placed on the tractor trailer. After 

loading the chips, the container is packed, dumped from 

the trailer and left on the plantation. In place of the 

unloaded container, an empty container is installed, and 

the loading cycle is repeated. 

 

Fig. 3. The operation of the machine system with dumping 

containers to the plantation: I – phase, II – phase; 1 – salix; 2 – 

mower-chipper; 3 – agricultural tractor; 4 – soft containers 

(Source: Author). 

In the second phase, the same general purpose tractor 

with a trailer picks up and transports containers with fuel 

wood chips to the storage site.  

Thus, the CT sequentially uses the same general-

purpose tractor at all phases. 

Assessing the effectiveness of the CT (Fig. 3) was 

compared with the technology, which uses a trailer 

hopper for chips (TT) (Fig. 2). The analysis of efficiency 

was carried out by results of experiments on 

mathematical models by methods of computer 

simulation researches [12]. 

3 Results and Discussion  

Simulation experiments were conducted for deferent 

variable factors. This paper presents simulation results 

for one variable factor while fixing the others. 

The variable factor was the productivity of the TMC 

at five levels: 1 – 3 – 5 – 7 – 9 tons / hour. 

The fixed factors were: 

- carrying capacity of container (trailer hopper) - 5 tons; 

- the size of the plantation - 30 hectares; 

- the productivity of the plantation - 10 tons/ha; 

- the average distance of chips transportation from the 

plantation to the storage site -1000 m. 

Some results of the simulation experiments are 

presented in graphs on fig. 4 and fig. 5. 
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Fig. 4. Dependence of the all processing time, including 

transportation chips to storage site, for one plantation on the 

TCM productivity. 

As seen in Fig. 4, the processing time for one 

plantation, including the transportation time, decreases 

powerfully with increasing of the tractor productivity. It 

is clearly seen that the total time for processing one 

plantation by the CT and the TT is almost the same. So, 

the productivity of the CT has no advantages over the 

TT. 

The advantages of the CT are in reducing investment 

costs and minimizing downtime of the chopping device. 

In Fig. 5 shows a graph of dependence of the mower-

chipper utilization rate on the productivity of the TMC. 

From the graph it follows that the utilization rate, 

expressed as a percentage, decreases with increasing the 

TMC productivity. At the same time, a significant 

decrease of the mower-chipper utilization rate is 

observed only in the TT. So, for example, when the 

productivity of the TMC is equal to 1 t / h, the mower-

chipper utilization rate in the CT is almost 100%, and in 

the TT - 92.5%. With an increase in the TCM 

productivity up to 9 t / h, the mower-chipper utilization 

rate is reduced. For the TT are from 90% to 58%, and for 

the CT - from 99% to 94%. The decrease in the mower-

chipper utilization rate according to the TT occurs 

because with the increase in the productivity of the 

TCM, the share of time for transporting chips to the 

storage site increases. The slight decrease in the mower-

chipper utilization rate in the CT is explained by the 

change in the share of time for servicing containers. 

It should be expected that with the increase in the 

distance of chips transportation from the plantation to the 

storage site in the TT, the mower-chipper utilization rate 

will also decrease. To establish the type of this 

dependence, we conducted additional experiments. In 

these experiments, the variable factor was the distance of 

chips transportation from the plantation to the storage 

site. 

The variable factor was the average distance of chips 

transportation from the plantation to the storage site: 500 

– 1000 – 1500 – 2000 – 2500 m. 

The productivity of the TMC was fixed at 9 tons / 

hour. 

 

Fig. 5. Dependence of the mower-chipper utilization rate on 

the TCM productivity. 

 

Fig. 6. Dependence of the mower-chipper utilization rate on 

the distance of chips transportation from the plantation to the 

storage site. 

In Fig. 6 shows a graph of dependence of the mower-

chipper utilization rate on the distance of chips 

transportation from plantation to storage site. From the 

graph it follows that the utilization rate decreases with 

increasing the distance of transportation only for the TT.  

So, for example, when the distance is equal to 500 m, 

the mower-chipper utilization rate in the CT is 94.3%, 

and in the TT – 71.8%. With an increase of distance up 

to 2500 m, the mower-chipper utilization rate is reduced 

only for the TT and constant for the CT (94.3%). For the 

TT are from 71.8% to 36.7%. The decrease in the 

mower-chipper utilization rate for the TT occurs because 

with the distance increase, the share of time for 

transporting chips to the storage site increases. 
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4 Conclusions  

1. Proposed a technological scheme for harvesting and 

processing salix into fuel wood chips using a tractor-

mounted mower-chipper and soft containers (CT), which 

allows reducing the downtime of the chipper compared 

to traditional technology using hopper trailer for 

transporting wood chips (TT). 

2. The effectiveness of the CT was evaluated by 

comparison with the known TT. The analysis of 

efficiency was carried out by results of simulation 

experiments on mathematical models.  

3. As a result of the experiments, it was found that 

the total harvest time from the plantation, including the 

transportation of chips to the storage site, the CT has no 

advantages over the TT.  

4. The advantages of the CT are in reducing 

investment costs and minimizing downtime of the 

mower-chipper.  

5. The CT can be recommended for cases where a 

removable mower-chipper is used, which is rented. In 

case of high productivity of the tractor (more than 5 t / h) 

and long distances of transportation of chips (more than 

1000 m) it is possible to reduce time of rent of the 

mower-chipper twice or more. 
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